
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde  
In the first exam, you have to answer two questions on Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde.   

Part a: Extract based.  You will need to analyse how language, structure and form 

are used to present a character, event, setting or a theme.  You should spend 30 

minutes responding to this question and use TEE in your written response. 

Part b: Based upon your knowledge of the whole text.  You need to explore how a 

character, event, setting or theme is presented across the novel. You should spend 

30 minutes responding to this question.  You need to write 3 paragraphs and think 

of three examples from different parts of the novel in relation to the question.   

 

This part of the revision guide is organised into three sections: 

1. Comprehension revision questions to secure your knowledge and 

understanding of the novel. 

2. Part a – information and practice 

3. Part b – information and practice 

 

You can find a copy of the novel here:  
http://www.learnlibrary.com/jekyll-hyde/ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.learnlibrary.com/jekyll-hyde/


Revision – comprehension questions 

Chapter 1: The Door 

1. Who is Mr Enfield? 

2. What event occurred at the door which had a lasting effect upon Mr Enfield? 

3. Where is ‘the door’? 

Chapter 2: The Search for Mr Hyde  

1. What role does Utterson fulfil in the novel? 

2. Under what conditions do Jekyll’s possessions, in his will, go to Hyde? 

3. Where does Utterson confront Hyde? 

4. Who is Lanyon? Why is he such an important character in the novel? 

Chapter 3: Jekyll was quite at Ease 

1. What does Jekyll say to Utterson about Lanyon? 

2. What does Jekyll respond with when questioned about Hyde? 

3. What does he make Utterson do? 

Chapter 4: The Carew Murder Case 

1. How does Hyde murder Danvers Carew? 

2. Who leads the police to Hyde’s home? 

3. Where is Hyde’s home? How does this link to earlier events? 

4. What is discovered in his home? 

Chapter 5: Incident of the Letter 

1. What condition is Jekyll in when Utterson visits him? How does the mist inside 

exaggerate the atmosphere here? 

2. Who told him of the murder? 

3. What does Jekyll assure Utterson that he will do? 

4. What does Guest tell Utterson about the letter Jekyll shows him? 

Chapter 6: Remarkable Incident of Dr Lanyon 

1. What does Jekyll refuse to do after dining with Utterson and Lanyon? 

2. How does Lanyon react to the terrible shock he receives? 

3. What is the significance of his death? 

4. Why doesn’t Utterson read the letter left for him? 

Chapter 7: Incident at the Window 

1. What is the impact of Stevenson’s choice of chapter titles to this pont in the 

novel? 

2. What do Enfield and Utterson see again on their Sunday walk? What is the 

significance of this sighting at this point in the novel? 

3. When Jekyll agrees to talk to them through the window, why does he suddenly 

withdraw? 



Chapter 8: The Last Night 

1. Who is Jekyll’s butler, and why does he beg Utterson to go with him to Jekyll’s 

laboratory? 

2. What do they discover in the laboratory? 

3. How does Utterson react to what he is left by Jekyll? 

Chapter 9: Dr Lanyon’s Narrative 

1. From what narrative perspective and in what form is the chapter written? 

2. What does Jekyll ask Lanyon to do? 

3. Who visits Lanyon and what does he do? 

4. What does Lanyon observe that results in his death? 

Chapter 10: Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the Case 

1. How do the chapter titles from Chapter 8 to 10 influence the structure of the 

novel? 

2. What form does this chapter take? Why does Stevenson adopt this form in the 

final chapter? 

3. What key theme from the novel is highlighted by Jekyll’s recount? 

4. At what point does Jekyll’s transformation into Hyde stop being affected by the 

potion? 

5. What purpose does the potion then have? 

6. Why does Jekyll see no alternative than to die? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part a: Analysing language, structure and form 

You must make sure you know and understand the following terms.  For each term 

offer a definition and an example from the novel.  In this part of the exam, you need 

to be able to identify and comment on the range of techniques that Stevenson draws 

upon to present a character, an event, a theme, or a setting. 

Language techniques 

 Definition Example from the novel 

Abstract noun  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stative verb  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparative adjective   

 

 

Adverb   

 

 

Personal pronoun 

 

 

  

Possessive pronoun 

 

 

  

Simile   

 

 

 

Metaphor   



 

 

Personification  

 

 

 

Emotvie or sensory 

language 

 

 

 

 

Tone 

 

 

  

Structural techniques 

 Definition Example from the play 

Repetition 

 

 

  

Rhetorical question  

 

 

 

Declarative sentence  

 

 

 

Exclamatory sentence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imperative sentence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interrogative sentence   



 

 

Short sentences 

 

 

  

Discourse marker    

 

 

Oxymoron 

 

 

  

Paradox   

 

 

Juxtaposition 

 

 

  

Symbolism 

 

 

  

Foreshadowing 

 

 

  

Form 

Gothic conventions 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Detective novel 

conventions 

  



 

 

Narrative perspective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Narrative structure of text  

 

 

 

 

Indirect / reported speech  

 

 

 

 

Now let’s practice how to respond to this question. 

 

Process for responding to part a. 

Planning stage  

1. Read the question. 

2. Identify the key word / phrase or focus point. 

3. Read the extract, highlighting or underlining anything that is relevant to the 

focus of the question. 

4. For each example, try and identify a technique that Stevenson  has used 

within it. 

5. In the margin, explain what is revealed in the example you have highlighted – 

making sure it is relevant to the question. 

Writing stage  

6. Write a minimum of four TEE (technique, example, explanation/effect) 

paragraphs in response to part a. 

 

 

Here I am going to model an example for you. 



Steps 1 +2: Firstly, I need to read the question: 

In this question, the key focus is on Enfield’s character and reaction to the situation.  

Steps 3+4: Now I need to read the extract and highlight everything that is relevant.  

In this word document I have put all the text I feel might help me answer this 

question in bold and underlined it.  I also need to try and identify the techniques that 

have been used. 

 

From ‘Story of the Door’ – Utterson and Richard Enfield are taking their 
regular Sunday walk.  
 
Mr Enfield and the lawyer were on the other side of the bystreet; but when they 
came abreast of the entry, the former lifted up his cane and pointed.  
 
‘Did you ever remark that door?’ he asked; and when his companion had replied in 
the affirmative, ‘it is connected in my mind,’ added he, ‘with a very odd story.’  
 
‘Indeed?’ said Mr Utterson, with a slight change of voice, ‘and what was that?’ 
 
 ‘Well, it was this way,’ returned Mr Enfield: ‘I was coming home from some place 
at the end of the world, about three o’clock of a black winter morning, and my way 
lay through a part of town where there was literally nothing to be seen but lamps. 
Street after street, and all the folks asleep – street after street, all lighted up as if 
for a procession and all as empty as a church – till at last I got into a state of mind 
when a man listens and listens and begins to long for the sight of a policeman. All 
at once, I saw two figures: one a little man who was stumping along eastward at a 
good walk, and the other a girl of maybe eight or ten who was running as hard as 
she was able down a cross street. Well, sir, the two ran into one another naturally 
enough at the corner; and then came the horrible part of the thing; for the man 
trampled calmly over the child’s body and left her screaming on the ground. It 
sounds nothing to hear, but it was hellish to see. It wasn’t like a man; it was like 
some damned Juggernaut. I gave a view halloa, took to my heels, collared my 
gentleman, and brought him back to where there was already quite a group about 
the screaming child. He was perfectly cool and made no resistance, but gave 
me one look, so ugly that it brought out the sweat on me like running. The 
people who had turned out were the girl’s own family; and pretty soon, the doctor, 
for whom she had been sent, put in his appearance. Well, the child was not much 
the worse, more frightened, according to the Sawbones; and there you might have 
supposed would be an end to it. But there was one curious circumstance. I had 

 



taken a loathing to my gentleman at first sight. So had the child’s family, which 
was only natural.’  
 

Step 5: Once I have done this, in the margin, I need to identify why the sections of 

the text I have highlighted suggest something about Enfield.  I have done this below, 

using text boxes to reflect my thoughts. 

 

 

Mr Enfield and the lawyer were on the other side of the bystreet; but when they 

came abreast of the entry, the former lifted up his cane and pointed.  

 

 

‘Did you ever remark that door?’ he asked; and when his companion had replied in 

the affirmative, ‘it is connected in my mind,’ added he, ‘with a very odd story.’  

 

‘Indeed?’ said Mr Utterson, with a slight change of voice, ‘and what was that?’ 

 

 

  

‘Well, it was this way,’ returned Mr Enfield: ‘I was coming home from some place at 

the end of the world, about three o’clock of a black winter morning, and my way lay 

through a part of town where there was literally nothing to be seen but lamps. Street 

after street, and all the folks asleep – street after street, all lighted up as if for a 

procession and all as empty as a church – till at last I got into a state of mind when 

a man listens and listens and begins to long for the sight of a policeman. All at 

once, I saw two figures: one a little man who was stumping along eastward at a 

good walk, and the other a girl of maybe eight or ten who was running as hard as 

she was able down a cross street. Well, sir, the two ran into one another naturally 

enough at the corner; and then came the horrible part of the thing; for the man 

trampled calmly over the child’s body and left her screaming on the ground.  

 

 

 

Stative verb – connected – rational, in 

control of his emotions 

Noun – story – enjoys drama and intrigue and 

recounting it  

Adverbial phrase– ‘Well, it was this way’ and ‘All at once’ – 

control; rouses curiosity Repetition – ‘Street after street’; ‘street after 

street’ – mundanity of his life; he is a loner 

Oxymoron – ‘nothing to hear’ ‘hellish to see’- compassionate man. 

Gothic tone – ‘’I got into a state of mind’- 

nervous and spooked by the blackness 



It sounds nothing to hear, but it was hellish to see. It wasn’t like a man; it was 

like some damned Juggernaut. I gave a view halloa, took to my heels, collared my 

gentleman, and brought him back to where there was already quite a group about 

the screaming child. He was perfectly cool and made no resistance, but gave 

me one look, so ugly that it brought out the sweat on me like running. The 

people who had turned out were the girl’s own family; and pretty soon, the doctor, 

for whom she had been sent, put in his appearance. Well, the child was not much 

the worse, more frightened, according to the Sawbones; and there you might have 

supposed would be an end to it. But there was one curious circumstance. I had 

taken a loathing to my gentleman at first sight. So had the child’s family, which 

was only natural.’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 6: Once I have done this, I am ready to write my paragraphs using my TEE 

structure.  To highlight the different parts of my paragraph I have written the 

technique in bold, the example in italics and I have underlined the explanation and I 

have used both bold and underlining for the effect on the reader. 

 

A stative verb has been used to show Enfield’s ability to show how he thinks. 

This is evident in the line ‘It is connected in my mind...with a very odd story.’’ The 

use of the verb ‘connected’ suggests that the door triggers a memory in his mind 

which has been lying dormant, whilst the link made to a ‘story’ implies that he is a 

realist who does not dwell on the fantastical. The reader is left wondering at his 

lack of emotion and curiosity in the story linked to the door, since it seems he 

had forgotten about it until they walked past the door.  

 

 

Adverbial phrases are used at the start of the story which are reminiscent of 

the opening to a fairy tale in which Enfield is the storyteller. The phrases ‘Well, 

Triadic structure – ‘took to my heels, collared my 

gentleman, and brought him back – man of action, 

decisive, pre-emptive and strong. 

Simile – ‘brought out the sweat on me like running’ – 

juxtaposes with his initial reaction to the attacker 

- 

 - 

Personal pronoun – ‘my gentleman’ – ownership, 

control, sense of responsibility  



it was this way’ and ‘All at once’ establishes Enfield as the focal point and creates a 

sense of intrigue and curiosity for both Utterson and the reader. The use of these 

openers as they are walking the streets further promotes an oddness about 

the setting in which Enfield recounts his tale; the reader would expect to hear 

such stories in the comfort of their homes as a form of entertainment, but 

Enfield seems unperturbed by such fanciful ideas and is  relishing the idea 

that he knows more than Utterson. 

The use of repetition as he describes his journey home in the phrases ‘Street 

after street – and all folk asleep – street after street’ tells us that Enfield is walking 

the streets very late at night and alone. The use of repetition implies that Enfield 

is a lonely man who keeps himself to himself, but also there is a monotony to 

his life. The reader is left wondering where he has been all night and why he is 

walking home through dark and empty streets. Furthermore, Enfield seems to 

fulfil a minor role in the novella in which he serves to rouse his friend’s 

curiosity about Hyde, but has no desire to find out anything about him.  

An oxymoron is used to show a more compassionate Enfield. This is evident in 

the line ‘It sounds nothing to hear, but it was hellish to see’ which suggests that 

Enfield cannot recount the full horror of the event; you had to be there to really 

understand it. The use of the word ‘nothing’ implies that he cannot there are 

not words enough to describe the horror and evil which he witnessed. The 

oxymoronic word ‘hellish’ connotes ideas of absolute horror and evil, thereby 

creating an image of Hyde as the devil himself to the audience. 

A triadic structure has been used to explain Enfield’s unselfish reaction to 

what he witnessed. In the line ‘took to my heels, collared my gentleman, and 

brought him back’ Enfield chases the villain to gain justice for the girl and her family 

without a thought for his own safety. The use of the triadic structure implies that 

Enfield acted decisively, with strength, was compassionate, and a man of 

action not afraid to seek justice on behalf of those less fortunate and who are 

treated badly by his own social class.  

A simile is used to show how Enfield reacts to the villain once he has the 

chance to look at him. This is evident in the line ‘brought out the sweat on me like 

running.’ In this line Enfield’s reaction is compared to someone who has run some 

distance or very fast and is the result of Hyde looking at him in such an ugly way. He 

is frightened by the look which causes him to sweat with fear. This is a further 

example from this extract which shows that Enfield does feel fear just like any 

other man, but that Hyde must of really terrified him with his look, which 

makes the audience consider that he is a monster capable of anything, if a 

look can have this effect. It leaves the reader with the unease and tension of 

wondering what this story could be foreshadowing. 

A personal pronoun has been used to show Enfield’s sense of responsibility. 

This is evident in the line ‘I had taken a loathing to my gentleman.’ Enfield’s reaction 

to Hyde after he had given him such an evil look is one of pure hatred, but he still 



refers to him as ‘my gentleman.’ The use of the personal pronoun ‘my’ shows 

the reader that Enfield has a real sense of inbred responsibility as a 

gentleman both to social justice and in defence of his own social class’s 

behaviour.  

 

Points to note: 

1. Always identify the technique that has been used first. 

2. Use the question in your first sentence of each paragraph. 

3. Sentence start: This is evident in the line/s…. 

4. Sentence start: The use of ___(insert technique)____ shows the audience 

 

Now it is your turn to practice!  Use the questions below to practice the planning 

process (10 minutes) and the writing process (20 minutes).  Practising will enable 

you to perfect your approach and will help you speed up your responses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Practice 1: 

 

 

 

 



Write your response here: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________



___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 



Practice 2 

 

 

 



 

Write your response here: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________



___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Part B: Knowledge of the whole novel. 

In this part of the exam, you are going to have to show your knowledge of the entire 

novel.  This could be in relation to your knowledge of a character, a relationship, a 

setting, an event or a key theme.  You will need to consider 3-4 points you could 

make drawing upon examples from across the play.  It is key that you make detailed 

inferences linking your response to a range of textual references taken from different 

parts of the novel. 

Recap of themes/ideas: 

Theme Explanation 

Duality – Jekyll the 

man; two aspects of his 

house 

The plot hinges on the dual nature of human beings: 

selfish part that is concerned with physical appetites and 

pleasure; a noble part that is concerned with intellectual 

pleasures, moral behaviour and the life of the mind. 

Good and evil Evil is personified in Hyde.  

Evil lies in being totally selfish doing whatever he wishes 

to satisfy his own appetites.  

His evil is contrasted by the innocence of the girl, Carew 

and the devotional book defaced by Hyde. 

Good is shown in Jekyll, as being generous and kind 

to others. 

 Jekyll’s work for charities, religion, friendship 

Friendship Enfield and Utterson – friends although ‘it was a nut to 

crack for many, what these two could see in each other.’ 

Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon – friends who dine 

together 

Jekyll and Lanyon – long standing professional friends, 

though they fall out over Jekyll’s approach to science. 

It is also a spur to action: 

Utterson’s friendship with Jekyll leads him to investigate 

Hyde 

Poole asks Utterson to help him to save Jekyll 

Jekyll turns to Lanyon when needs chemicals from his 

cabinet. 

 



Science  Lanyon follows a practical, rational type of science 

based upon evidence and fact. 

This is reflected in different styles of description with 

Lanyon providing more factual detail in effect on himself 

of seeing Hyde; the physical symptoms he observed in 

Hyde; the appearance of the chemicals before and after 

mixing. 

Jekyll’s is more supernatural or transcendental 

which Lanyon considers ‘unscientific balderdash’ 

and uses more abstract, poetic language to describe his 

change to Hyde and the potion. 

Appearance and 

reality 

Nothing is as it seems: 

Jekyll is considered respectable, but hides a dark inner 

self; 

 Hyde appears normal, but is a ‘child of hell’ 

Jekyll’s predicament makes it look as if he is 

blackmailed which is assumed by Enfield and Utterson 

Lanyon’s physical deterioration looks to Utterson like an 

illness, but is the result of seeing Hyde’s transformation 

Utterson assumes Jekyll’s reclusive behaviour is 

because he is ill and seeking a cure. 

Setting The settings can reflect the internal state of a 

character and therefore their mind. Hyde’s lodgings 

are ‘furnished with luxury and good taste’, but ‘bore 

every mark of having been recently and hurriedly 

ransacked.’ 

Sometimes events contrast with the setting – Poole 

and Utterson break into the cabinet to find a pleasant 

setting ‘a good fire glowing and chattering on the hearth, 

the kettle singing’. But in the midst of this is the ‘body of 

a man sorely contorted and still twitching.’ 

 

The best way to revise for this part of the paper is by testing your knowledge (before 

you practise writing).  To do this, you will find a range of potential questions for the 

second part of the Jekyll and Hyde question.  For each question, you need to think 

of 3-4 examples from the rest of the novel you could draw upon, a potential to quote 

to use (http://www.learnlibrary.com/jekyll-hyde/). Use the notes above relating to 

themes/ideas to help you plan a response. 

http://www.learnlibrary.com/jekyll-hyde/


In this question you must focus on: 
 
AO1 Read, understand and respond to texts  
Students should be able to:  

 maintain a critical style and develop an informed personal response  

 use textual references, including quotations, to support and illustrate 
interpretations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English Literature Paper 1: Jekyll and Hyde Part B 

Question a): Relationship between Jekyll and Utterson. b) Explain the 

presentation of relationships elsewhere in the novel. In your answer you must 

consider: the relationships between characters; how relationships can be good or 

bad. 

Bigger picture (forms your introduction – could be a summary of the main 

points you identify below):  

 

 

 

Point and quote: Personal response 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



English Literature Paper 1: Jekyll and Hyde Part B 

Question 3a): Presentation of atmosphere in Victorian London. b) Explain 

why the setting is important elsewhere in the novel. In your answer you must 

consider the different locations and how important they are. 

 

Bigger picture (forms your introduction – could be a summary of the main 

points you identify below):  

 

 

 

Point and quote: Link to context: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

English Literature Paper 1: Jekyll and Hyde Part B 

Question 3a): Presentation of Enfield’s recount of the girl being trampled. b) 

Explain how horrific scenes are portrayed elsewhere in the novel. In your 

answer you must consider the horrific scenes that are observed; how characters 

are affected by what they have seen. 

Bigger picture (forms your introduction – could be a summary of the main 

points you identify below):  

 

 

 

Point and quote: Link to context: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

English Literature Paper 1: Jekyll and Hyde Part B 

Question3a): Presentation of duality. b) Explain the importance of the duality and 

transformation elsewhere in the play.   

Bigger picture (forms your introduction – could be a summary of the main 

points you identify below):  

 

 

 

Point and quote: Link to context: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Once you feel confident about generating the ideas that can go into your response, 

you should begin to write.  Rather than another model from me, this time, I am going 

to show you a variety of student responses and the levels they were given by the 

examiners. 

All the responses seek to answer the following question: 

 
Candidate A: 

3b) “Brilliantly lit by the full moon” this was shown after the murder in the 
laboratory. ‘Moon’ this was frequently refer to in gothic novellas especially 
when the “moon” is a gothic trope. The idea of smog and recurring murders 
conveys the view of horror and ghost theories and tales. London was more 
frequently known for its dark allies and murders. All of this put into one 
creates original classic Victorian London story. 
At the end of the novella Hyde commits suicide but he knows he is going to 
get murders. This reflects on Jekylls house, the ‘pleasant’ front and the ‘mold’ 
at the back which is the laboratory. That thought refers to id, ego, This is 
repetidly as a recurring motif in the book. An original Victorian London 
trait was morality which is promoted in Hyde’s suicide. 
The hall is known in the story as the ‘nicest part of Soho’ which subverts the 
fact that the book is a novella on murders and crimes. Others may think 
that it was a trope on Victorian era of London because the hall way is 
normally the first place you would see in a house. 
 

Marker comments: 

There are some points here, but ideas are vague and not always clear. Some ideas 
are from part (a). There are elements of some personal response.  
 
AO1: Level 2 - 5 marks 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Candidate B: 
3b) Stevenson doesn’t just use Soho as a setting, but he uses other places 
such as ‘the door’, ‘the laboratory’ and ‘the park’. These are all places where 
an atmosphere is created of Victorian London. The door was connected to 
Hyde and Jekyll. However the way that Hyde used to get out of Jekyll’s 
house was the back door. There were two doors from one corner in the back 
of Jekylls house and this links to ‘the carew murder’. Hyde’s position and 
victorian normalities. In the victorian era, a suitable punishment for muder 
was to be hung and after the ‘carew murder’, hyde was in for exactly that. 
He had two door to pick in Jekylls house to leave and this coincides with the 
two choices that Hyde had to make, either commit suicide or get hung by the 
authorities. That shows how a victorian part of everyday life influences 
your decision of life and death. 
Another setting that Stevenson explores is the laboratory, where many 
experiments have taken place not just on animals, but on humans that were 
already dead of course. The building had a ‘dingy, windowless structure’ and 

the light was ‘falling dimly’. This connects to how a light motif is used to 
signify a victorian atmosphere of dark and depressing times, especially. He 
experiments because the laboratory was ‘dingy’, further reinforcing a dark 
and depressing atmosphere in the laboratory. Medicinal inventions and 
engineering had taken off in the victorian era and so Hyde had found 
himself highly involved in it. Stevenson describes Hyde as having an ‘apelike 
fury’. This links to the animal side of the laboratory as an ape is a 
monkey and that might have been something that he was experimenting on. 
Finally, Stevenson used ‘the park’ to create a victorian atmosphere as he 
explains how a medicinal impact gave ‘the animal within me’ which was 
Hyde after Jekyll had taken the potion to swap bodies with Hyde. Jekyll is 
sitting on the park bench at this point and it shows how victorian medicine 
was affecting Jekyll even when he wasn’t being tested on. Also the skies were 
‘cloudless overhead’, linking this setting to the ‘Carew murder’ setting 
because when Hyde killed Carew which caused harm, the skies were also 
cloudless with the moon shining, linking ‘the park’ setting to the ‘carew 
murder’ setting. 
Overall, the victorian theme play a great part in the novel and setting the 

atmosphere. 

 



Marker comments and mark: 
Some interesting points have been made about the settings in the novel and the 
candidate links the clear night setting of the Carew murder and when Jekyll sits 
on the bench in the park. More points and development would have enhanced 
this further. 
 

AO1: Level 3 – 12 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Candidate C:

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Candidate D: 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 



After reading these exemplars, take a moment to reflect on what you have learnt 

about how to construct a good response to this part of the paper. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Now you practise!  Choose two questions from the ones you have planned a 

response for and write answers to both of those questions.  Your teacher will be 

happy to mark your response. 

 

Practice Question: 

__________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

My response: _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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